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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Eddie’s Café is a local diner serving the Western Addition neighborhood. Opened in 1974 originally as a soul
food restaurant in a predominantly African-American neighborhood, the restaurant served dishes such as
fried chicken, oxtail stew, short-ribs, chitlins, and Louisiana gumbo, all of which were recipes developed by
the original owner, Eddie Barrie. In 1988, the business was sold to Helen and Min Hwang, who immigrated to
San Francisco from South Korea in 1983 and wanted to start their own small business. Purchasing Eddie’s
Café gave them the opportunity to do so and become a part of this new city of theirs. Although ownership
changed from Eddie Barrie to the Hwangs, Barrie continued to work in the restaurant for six months after the
sale in order teach Helen and Min how to run the business and cook the recipes.
Although the neighborhood has undergone drastic changes since 1974 and the business no longer offers a
strictly soul food based menu, Eddie’s Café still maintains a welcoming environment with comforting food to
all customers, whether they be locals who frequent the establishment, new transplants to the area or tourists
visiting from near and far. The Hwangs have upheld the business’ connection to Western Addition history by
continuing to offer certain dishes such as grits and sausages and portraying photos and memorabilia such as
articles on the interior commemorating Eddie Barrie and his restaurants’ rich history in the neighborhood.
Eddie’s Café is a long-standing, neighborhood-serving business whose business model is based on a “dinermodel” that serves food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the neighborhood, changing with the
trends as the neighborhood trends. The restaurant has maintained its status as a neighborhood institution,
even among the older residents who have been regulars since 1974 and who continue to show appreciation
for the welcoming and neighborly environment and good food.
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years?
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Yes, the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San Francisco
operations exceeding two years:
800 Divisadero Street from 1974 to Present (43 years).
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
Yes, the applicant has contributed to the Western Addition neighborhood’s history and identity.
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended the applicant as qualifying, noting the following ways
the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or
community:
•

Eddie’s Café is associated with a traditional diner-style approach to food, that includes all-day breakfast
and an always changing and evolving attitude to accommodate the needs and wants of the
neighborhood.

•

Eddie’s Café has contributed to the Western Addition community’s history and identity by maintaining its
welcoming environment and accommodating its menu to fit the ever-changing neighborhood. The
business started out as a soul-food restaurant in a predominantly African American neighborhood but has
since changed its menu to fit the needs of the changing neighborhood. Although this change has taken
place, the restaurant still maintains connection to its African-American roots by keeping certain items on
the menu and maintaining its appearance from its opening, offering the neighborhood a place to
experience a piece of Western Addition history.

•

The ca. 1900 property has not been previously evaluated by the Planning Department for potential
historical significance. The property is considered a “Category B Property” that requires further review per
the Planning Department’s CEQA review procedures for historical resources.

•

The business has been cited in the following publications:
 Eater San Francisco, 2/17/2016, “Behold Sunday Morning at Eddie’s Café, A Dying Breed in San
Francisco Breakfast.”
 San Francisco Chronicle, 10/16/2017, “Eddie’s Café and a bowl of grits,” by Tannis Reinhertz.

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
Yes, Eddie’s Café is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define its home-style
diner culinary presence.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
The Historic Preservation Commission recommends that Eddie’s Café qualifies for the Legacy Business
Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends safeguarding of the below listed
physical features and traditions.
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
• Business model that includes attracting and serving a diverse array of people, maintaining reasonable
prices of food, and maintaining a diner model, serving food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the
neighborhood, changing with the trends as the neighborhood changes.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Interior features that include red vinyl booths, white tables, and countertops.
Décor that includes letters from international patrons from as far away as Germany and Japan, framed
San Francisco Chronicle articles, historic neighborhood photos, awards and stickers, and a host of San
Francisco paraphernalia.
“Eddie’s Café” sign and awnings.
Large sign that says “Breakfast All Day,” which is a hallmark of the diner model.
Storefront system that includes an angled corner entry and tiled bulkhead.
Location along the Divisadero Street commercial corridor.

CORE PHYSICAL FEATURE OR TRADITION THAT DEFINES THE BUSINESS
Following is the core physical feature or tradition that defines the business that would be required for
maintenance of the business on the Legacy Business Registry.
• Restaurant featuring diner fare.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the San Francisco Small Business Commission include Eddie’s Café currently located
at 800 Divisadero Street in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code
Section 2A.242.

Richard Kurylo, Manager
Legacy Business Program
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ADOPTING FINDINGS APPROVING THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY APPLICATION FOR EDDIE’S
CAFE, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 800 DIVISADERO STREET.
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business maintains
a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, communityserving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing educational and
promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; or
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less than 30
years, has had no break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years, has significantly contributed to
the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and, if not included in the Registry, faces a
significant risk of displacement; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define
the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on December 11, 2017, the San Francisco Small Business
Commission reviewed documents and correspondence, and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry application; therefore
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BE IT RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission hereby includes Eddie’s Café in the Legacy
Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code Section 2A.242.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission recommends safeguarding the below
listed physical features and traditions at Eddie’s Café:
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
• Business model that includes attracting and serving a diverse array of people, maintaining reasonable
prices of food, and maintaining a diner model, serving food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the
neighborhood, changing with the trends as the neighborhood changes.
• Interior features that include red vinyl booths, white tables, and countertops.
• Décor that includes letters from international patrons from as far away as Germany and Japan, framed
San Francisco Chronicle articles, historic neighborhood photos, awards and stickers, and a host of San
Francisco paraphernalia.
• “Eddie’s Café” sign and awnings.
• Large sign that says “Breakfast All Day,” which is a hallmark of the diner model.
• Storefront system that includes an angled corner entry and tiled bulkhead.
• Location along the Divisadero Street commercial corridor.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission requires maintenance of the below listed
core physical feature or tradition to maintain Eddie’s Café on the Legacy Business Registry:
• Restaurant featuring diner fare.
______________________________________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Small Business Commission on
December 11, 2017.

_________________________
Regina Dick-Endrizzi
Director

RESOLUTION NO. _________________________
Ayes –
Nays –
Abstained –
Absent –
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Application Review
Sheet
LBR-2017-18-026
Eddie’s Café
800 Divisadero Street
District 5
Helen Hwang, Owner
November 7, 2017
Mayor Edwin Lee

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?
X
Yes

No

800 Divisadero Street from 1974 to Present (43 years).
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
X
Yes
No
NOTES: NA
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: November 8, 2017

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program
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Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section One:
Business / Applicant Information.

Provide the following information:

The name, mailing address, and other contact information of the business;
The name of the person who owns the business. For businesses with multiple owners, identify the person(s)
with the highest ownership stake in the business;
The name, title, and contact information of the applicant;
The business’s San Francisco Business Account Number and entity number with the Secretary of State, if
applicable.
NAME OF BUSINESS:

Û¼¼·»ù- Ý¿º»
BUSINESS OWNER(S) (identify the person(s) with the highest ownership stake in the business)

Ø»´»² Ø©¿²¹
Ó·² Ø©¿²¹
CURRENT BUSINESS ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
(øìïë÷ )ëêíóçéèð

èðð Ü·ª·-¿¼»®± Í¬ò
Í¿² Ú®¿²½·-½±ô Ýß çìïïé

EMAIL:

³·²¸©²à¸±¬³¿·´ò½±³
WEBSITE:

FACEBOOK PAGE:

YELP PAGE
¸¬¬°-æññ©©©ò§»´°ò½±³ñ¾·¦ñ»¼¼·»-ó½¿º»ó-¿²óº®¿²½·-½±

APPLICANT’S NAME

Ø»´»² Ø©¿²¹

Same as Business

APPLICANT’S TITLE

APPLICANT’S ADDRESS:

îïë Í¿² Ô»¿²¼®± É¿§
Í¿² Ú®¿²½·-½±ô Ýß çìïîé

TELEPHONE:
(øìïë÷) íïéóêìîï
EMAIL:

³·²¸©²à¸±¬³¿·´ò½±³
SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

SECRETARY OF STATE ENTITY NUMBER (if applicable):

ðïèíïïí
OFFICIAL USE: Completed by OSB Staff
NAME OF NOMINATOR:

DATE OF NOMINATION:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at
the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the
founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in
San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than
one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.
ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS:

ZIP CODE:

START DATE OF BUSINESS

èðð Ü·ª·-¿¼»®± Í¬®»»¬

çìïïé

ïçéì

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS?

DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No

Yes

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ïçéìóÐ®»-»²¬
ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry Application - Eddie’s Cafe
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all
other locations.
Eddie’s Café opened at 800 Divisadero Street in 1974. In the San Francisco City Directory (Polk)
in 1974, the contact person listed was Rosa Robison. From 1975 to 1980, the San Francisco City
Directory listed Edward Barrie as the contact person for Eddie’s Café.
Edward Barrie was an entrepreneur, possibly owning three different restaurants and a hotel. In
1981, Eddie’s Café was listed with Eddie B. Kim as the owner, which was presumably Edward
Barrie. There was also a separate restaurant at 651 Divisidero St. called Eddie’s Soul Food,
which was owned by Edward Barrie. Both restaurants also appear in the 1982 directory,
however Edward Barrie is no longer listed under the Soul Food restaurant, but instead it’s P.
Chin. Another restaurant was listed in 1982 at 598 Haight Street called Eddie’s Seasoul Café,
which was listed under Edw Darrie – assumedly a misprint for Edw (Edward) Barrie. Mr. Barrie
also owned a hotel called Eddie’s Hotel located at 1420 Turk Street.
In 1988, Eddie’s Café was purchased by Helen and Min Hwang. They were looking to start their
own small business and came across Eddie’s Café, which was listed for a reasonable $70,000
through a real estate agent. This gave them the opportunity to start their own business and
become a part of the city they had moved to after emigrating from South Korea in 1983. Mr.
Barrie continued to work in the restaurant for about six months after the business was sold,
teaching Helen and Min how to run the business and cook the recipes.
In the early days of Eddie’s Café, the surrounding neighborhood was much different than it is
today. The Western Addition was primarily an African-American working class neighborhood.
The original restaurant was primarily a soul food restaurant, serving fried chicken, oxtail stew,
short-ribs, chitins, and Louisiana gumbo, all recipes that were established by the original owner
Eddie.
After the 1988 change of ownership, Eddie’s Café continued to thrive as a soul food restaurant
for the next 10 years. As the demographics in the Western Addition changed, Eddie’s Café
sought to cater to the tastes of the old and new residents, as any smart business would do. The
café now resembles more of a diner, with traditional diner offerings such as breakfast all day,
burgers, fries and some select Southern-style foods such as grits and sausages. Eddie’s Café
currently sells more hash browns than grits, testimony to the changing tastes of the

neighborhood. Eddie’s Café stands as a legacy café with a look back in time in a vibrant,
changing neighborhood.
b. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.
The business is a family-owned business currently, owned by Helen and Min Hwang. The
previous ownership was not related, as the business was purchased from him in 1988.
Currently, Helen and Min own and operate the restaurant.
c. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.
N/A
d. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.
The building at 800 Divisadero Street is not listed on a historic resources registry, however with
the building being built in 1900, the building is eligible for historic preservation status.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
Eddie’s Café has been located at 800 Divisadero Street since its founding in 1974. The
restaurant serves a very diverse crowd as residents. People from the neighborhood, from
throughout the city and from countries around the world have visited the café. Letters from
international patrons as far away as Germany and Japan decorate the walls of the diner.
As one of the few remaining diners in San Francisco that caters to a varied mixed-income crowd
of patrons, Eddie's Cafe serves as an inclusive reminder of the Western Addition's historical
identity. The Divisadero Street corridor has largely become a corridor without many long-term
businesses; however, Eddie’s Café is a small snapshot of how the neighborhood used to look.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
As a diner, Eddie’s Café is a long-standing business that has been neighborhood-serving since its
inception. Major events that pass through the neighborhood tend to bring in a large number of
customers looking for something to eat at a fair price. Events such as Bay to Breakers and the
Alamo Square Flea Market tend to bring in locals and tourists looking to take in a piece of
everyday San Francisco.

c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?
As a long-standing neighborhood-serving business, Eddie’s Café has been mentioned several
times over the years in local publications. Specifically, the restaurant has been featured in the
San Francisco Chronicle, The Bold Italic, Hoodline, The Culture Trip, Eater.com, KTVU TV, as well
as SF Magazine, receiving the “2015 Best Diner Award.”
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
Eddie’s Café has been a long term fixture in the Western Addition and has been visited by
several local politicians throughout its history. Some of these figures including Willie Brown,
Gavin Newsom, Ross Mirkarimi, and District 5 Supervisor London Breed.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
Eddie’s Café shows its commitment to the Western Addition in several different ways. The most
prominent of which is the reasonable prices of the food, which is becoming more difficult to
come by every day in San Francisco. By keeping the prices lower, Eddie’s is able to serve a very
diverse crowd and attract people from all over the city, country and world to the Western
Addition. As a business that has served the community for 30 years, Eddie’s has maintained the
diner model, serving food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the neighborhood,
changing with the trends as the neighborhood changes. The business model of the diner is to be
truly neighborhood-serving, which is how Eddie’s contributes to its community. The landlord of
the building at 800 Divisadero, Frank Paratore, also demonstrates his commitment to the
community at 92 years old by keeping the rent reasonable so that Eddie’s does not have to face
the risk of displacement like so many long-standing San Francisco business are currently facing
today.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
The community of the Western Addition is diverse, including various levels of income. Eddie’s is
able to serve a wide range of these customers as it is a neighborhood mainstay. Although the
neighborhood has drifted from its African-American roots, the remaining African-American
residents are common patrons of Eddie’s and are appreciative that the restaurant has remained
in the neighborhood and has kept true to its original model over the past 30 years.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
Although the building at 800 Divisadero Street is not listed on any historic registry, it is certainly
a significant structure as it was built in 1900, prior to the 1906 earthquake. The building is also
of a typical architectural style of San Francisco, a mixed-use Victorian building. The interior
booths and counter have largely remained the same since the business was purchased in 1988,

and the Eddie’s Café sign and awnings, though not historic, have been outside the business for
the past 25-30 years and are a symbol of the Divisadero Street corridor.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
The Divisadero Street corridor has seen many changes over the past 30 years, with new influxes
of residents and wealth shifting the demographics and bringing in numerous businesses to the
corridor that might not truly represent the history of the Western Addition. Eddie’s Café is from
a different era of San Francisco, and the unchanged nature of the business pays homage to its
roots in the neighborhood and the city. If Eddie’s were to relocate or shut down, the Western
Addition would be losing a piece of its history, as well as a business that has remained
dedicated to its community by keeping prices low and serving food that caters to people of all
backgrounds, from local residents to tourists from around the world.

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
Eddie’s Café is an establishment steeped in character from the moment you enter the doorway.
Aside from the old-fashioned sign affixed to the building’s façade, the interior of the diner has
remained largely unchanged since 1988 when it was purchased by Helen and Min. The diner
has a typical diner look with red vinyl booths and white tables and countertops. However, the
real character is brought out in the décor of the restaurant, which includes many pictures on
the walls, framed San Francisco Chronicle articles, historic neighborhood photos, awards and
stickers which are located throughout the restaurant. Also, behind the counter is a host of San
Francisco Giants paraphernalia. These features combined make eating at Eddie’s a unique
experience, all the while remaining a traditional diner experience as well.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
Eddie’s Café is a diner in the traditional sense, as well as a steadfast neighborhood-serving
business. The business has remained dedicated to serving all residents of the Western Addition
by keeping its prices low and reasonable, and welcoming anyone who decides to walk through
its doors. One of the most notable features of Eddie’s is the large sign that says “Breakfast
Served All Day,” which is a hallmark of the diner model, and one of the few restaurants in San
Francisco that operates under this model.
c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical

characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
Eddie’s Café has clearly demonstrated its commitment to maintaining the physical space in
which the business is located by essentially not changing it. Since the business was purchased
by Helen and Min in 1988, very little has actually been changed, from the vinyl boots, tabletops,
to the counter and kitchen fixtures. Most of the business remains intact from the former
business that had previously occupied the space. The “newer” additions of the awnings and the
sign in front are still largely from the late-1980s and early 1990s, and have been a defining
characteristic of the business and of the Divisadero Street corridor for over 30 years.

San Francisco City Directory (Polk), 1974
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Behold Sunday Morning at Eddie's Cafe, A
Dying Breed in San Francisco Breakfast
Get in, eat and get out for under $10.

With no-frills breakfast spots like L&M Cafe, Lucky Penny and Joe's Cable Car
shuttering regularly, it can be easy to think San Francisco is a town in which
that type of untrendy restaurant can't survive. Look no further than Eddie's
Cafe on Divis, though, for proof that diners are still very much needed in this
city. With a line out the door on Sunday morning at 11 a.m., Eddie's was
rocking with people eager to get their A.M. egg and coffee fix from a
neighborhood institution known for its signature quirky mugs and complete
meal options with a Southern bent for under $10. Look through the slideshow
above for a closer look at what makes this restaurant tick.

http://www.sfchronicle.com/restaurants/article/Eddie-s-Cafe-and-a-bowl-of-grits12281980.php

Eddie’s Cafe and a bowl of grits
By Tannis Reinhertz
October 16, 2017 Updated: October 16, 2017 2:11pm

Diners have breakfast at Eddie's Cafe on Divisadero Street in S.F.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle

Grits. For me, pure comfort food. I don’t remember the first time I had them,
but if asked what my final meal would be, grits with butter, salt and pepper
would on the menu.

I was born and raised in San Francisco, my dad a Jewish, second-generation
San Franciscan and public-school teacher; my mother a black Southerner who
came to the Bay Area with her family in search of a better life.
My love of grits came from my mother, and when she and my father divorced
in the early ’60s, my father became a single parent to a mixed-race daughter
who loved grits. As a single parent, my father both relished and relied on
community. Not long out of college, my dad’s circle was an eclectic mix of
races and backgrounds, including Moody, the black cook at my dad’s fraternity
who introduced my parents. He taught my dad a few things about good
cooking. And a bit about hard drinking — but that’s another story ...
Our house was lively and often reminiscent of a busy restaurant: lots of
laughter, good food and folks staying way past closing time. My dad was (and
still is) a great cook, and one of the ways he made sure his mixed-race
daughter would know her heritage was through food.
Much like the first time I had grits, I don’t have a specific memory of the first
time my dad and I ate at Eddie’s Cafe.
Eddie’s Cafe is a greasy spoon on the corner of Divis and Fulton owned by an
Asian family in what was at the time a primarily black neighborhood. It was
something that wasn’t hard to find in San Francisco when I was growing up —
a working-class restaurant filled with more brown folks then white. Eddie’s
felt like home. Did I mention Eddie’s served grits?
As I grew up and began to think about race, class, economics and the
intersections of these, I marveled at the continued existence of a place like
Eddie’s Cafe. The cooks were Asian and black (maybe that explains the grits),
the waiters were Filipino, the diners were working class and mostly brown.
Eddie’s also had an easy, unforced feel to it. An organic community, not
overthought or intentional.

By the time I moved to Oakland in the mid-’90s, the city was changing
already: tech money, fewer and fewer black people, an overall whitening of
San Francisco. Around Eddie’s Cafe, the neighborhood reflected what was
happening citywide — a redefinition of working class, and mass economic
deportation of black people.
Eddie’s Cafe still exists. It’s still owned by an Asian family. They still serve
grits, and you can still find some working-class folks sprinkled in between the
well-paid “working class.” But there aren’t many brown folks in the restaurant
or the neighbored anymore. And I don’t feel quite as at home at Eddie’s Cafe
— or San Francisco — as I used to.
And sometimes, when I think about how much the city has changed and how
few black, brown and working-class folks are left, I find comfort in a big bowl
of grits with butter, salt and pepper.

Image 1 of 8
Breakfast plates are served at Eddie’s Cafe on Divisadero Street in S.F., which also serves grits.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle
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Tannis Reinhertz’s parents.
Photo: Courtesy Tannis Reinhertz

Image 3 of 8
Tannis Reinhertz as a child.
Photo: Courtesy Tannis Reinhertz

Image 4 of 9
Tannis Reinhertz as a child with her father.
Photo: Courtesy Tannis Reinhertz

Image 5 of 8
Helen Hwang, the owner of Eddie's Cafe, greets one of the many regulars of the S.F. diner.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle

Image 6 of 8
David and Julianne Mehegan (left) have breakfast with longtime Eddie’s Cafe customers Rodolfo and
Karen Cancino. The cafe, still open and still serving grits, is where Tannis Reinhertz indulged her
love of the Southern staple as a child.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle

Image 7 of 8
A bowl of grits at Eddie’s Cafe on Divisadero at Fulton.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle

Image 8 of 8
At Eddie’s Cafe in S.F.: An order of grits is served with a Louisiana hot link and eggs sunny-side.
Photo: Paul Chinn, The Chronicle

Tannis Reinhertz is a department chair at City College of San Francisco,
where she has worked since 1993. Email: food@sfchronicle.com
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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Eddie’s Café is a local diner serving the Western Addition neighborhood. Opened in 1974 originally as
a soul food restaurant in a predominantly African American neighborhood, the restaurant served
dishes such as fried chicken, oxtail stew, short-ribs, chitins, and Louisiana gumbo, all of which were
recipes developed by the original owner, Eddie Barrie. In 1988, the business was sold to Helen and Min
Hwang, who immigrated to San Francisco from South Korea in 1983 and wanted to start their own
small business. Purchasing Eddie’s Café gave them the opportunity to do so and become a part of this
new city of theirs. Although ownership changed from Eddie Barrie to the Hwangs, Barrie continued to
work in the restaurant for six months after the sale in order teach Helen and Min how to run the
business and cook the recipes.
Although the neighborhood has undergone drastic changes since 1974 and the business no longer
offers a strictly soul food based menu, Eddie’s Café still maintains a welcoming environment with
comforting food to all customers, whether they be locals who frequent the establishment, new
transplants to the area or tourists visiting from near and far. The Hwangs have upheld the business’
connection to Western Addition history by continuing to offer certain dishes such as grits and sausages
and portraying photos and memorabilia such as articles on the interior commemorating Eddie Barrie
and his restaurants’ rich history in the neighborhood.
Eddie’s Café is a long-standing, neighborhood-serving business whose business model is based on a
“diner-model” that serves food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the neighborhood, changing
with the trends as the neighborhood trends. The restaurant has maintained its status as a neighborhood
institution, even among the older residents who have been regulars since 1974 and who continue to
show appreciation for the welcoming and neighborly environment and good food.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
1.

When was business founded?
1974

2.

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, Eddie’s Café qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of the
eligibility Criteria:

3.

i.

Eddie’s Café has operated for 43 years.

ii.

Eddie’s Café has contributed to the Western Addition community’s history and
identity by maintaining its welcoming environment and accommodating its menu
to fit the ever-changing neighborhood. The business started out as a soul-food
restaurant in a predominantly African American neighborhood but has since
changed its menu to fit the needs of the changing neighborhood. Although this
change has taken place, the restaurant still maintains connection to its African
American roots by keeping certain items on the menu and maintaining its
appearance from its opening, offering the neighborhood a place to experience a
piece of Western Addition history.

iii.

Eddie’s Café is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that
define its home-style diner culinary presence.

Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
The business is associated with a traditional diner-style approach to food, that includes all-day
breakfast and an always changing and evolving attitude to accommodate the needs and wants
of the neighborhood.

4.

Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
No. The ca. 1900 property has not been previously evaluated by the Planning Department for
potential historical significance. The property is considered a “Category B Property” that
requires further review per the Planning Department’s CEQA review procedures for historical
resources.

5.

Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
No.

6.

Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.

7.

Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. The business has been cited in a number of publications including but not limited to: Eater
San Francisco, 2/17/2016, “Behold Sunday Morning at Eddie’s Café, A Dying Breed in San
Francisco Breakfast;” San Francisco Chronicle, 10/16/2017, “Eddie’s Café and a bowl of grits,”
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by Tannis Reinhertz.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
• 800 Divisadero Street
Recommended by Applicant
• Business model that includes attracting and serving a diverse array of people, maintaining
reasonable prices of food, and maintaining a diner model, serving food that caters to the tastes
of the residents of the neighborhood, changing with the trends as the neighborhood changes
• Interior features that include red vinyl booths, white tables, and countertops
• Décor that includes letters from international patrons from as far away as Germany and Japan,
framed San Francisco Chronicle articles, historic neighborhood photos, awards and stickers,
and a host of San Francisco paraphernalia
• “Eddie’s Café” sign and awnings
• Large sign that says “Breakfast All Day,” which is a hallmark of the diner model
Additional Recommended by Staff
• Storefront system that includes an angled corner entry and tiled bulkhead
• Location along the Divisadero Street commercial corridor
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Helen Hwang, Owner
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ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR EDDIE’S CAFE,
CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 800 DIVISADERO STREET (BLOCK/LOT 1180/013).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that
longstanding, community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool
for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their
continued viability and success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in
San Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Western Addition neighborhood's history and
identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that
define the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on December 6, 2017, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution XXXX
December 6, 2017

CASE NO. 2017-014618LBR
800 Divisadero Street

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
Eddie’s Café qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2)
as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Eddie’s Café
Location (if applicable)
•
800 Divisadero Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• Business model that includes attracting and serving a diverse array of people, maintaining reasonable
prices of food, and maintaining a diner model, serving food that caters to the tastes of the residents of the
neighborhood, changing with the trends as the neighborhood changes
• Interior features that include red vinyl booths, white tables, and countertops
• Décor that includes letters from international patrons from as far away as Germany and Japan, framed
San Francisco Chronicle articles, historic neighborhood photos, awards and stickers, and a host of San
Francisco paraphernalia
• “Eddie’s Café” sign and awnings
• Large sign that says “Breakfast All Day,” which is a hallmark of the diner model
• Storefront system that includes an angled corner entry and tiled bulkhead
• Location along the Divisadero Street commercial corridor
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2017014618LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on December 6, 2017.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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